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Abstract As recently illustrated, nanostructured glassy
polymer films with exceptional thermal and kinetic stability
can be formed via Matrix Assisted Pulsed Laser Evaporation
(MAPLE) (Guo et al. in Nat. Mater. 11:337, 2012). Relative
to the standard poly(methyl methacrylate) glass formed on
cooling at standard rates, glasses prepared by MAPLE can
be 40 % less dense and have a 40 K higher glass transi-
tion temperature (Tg). Furthermore, the kinetic stability in
the glassy state can be enhanced by 2 orders-of-magnitude.
Here, we examine the stability of the structured morphology.
We show that nanostructured glasses may be formed even
when the substrate is held at temperatures greater than the
polymer Tg during deposition. In addition, we discuss the
origin of the enhanced stability and the mechanism of nanos-
tructured film formation within the framework of the Zhig-
ilei model. Finally, we compare the nanostructured morphol-
ogy to the surface morphology of other MAPLE-deposited
films in the literature.

1 Introduction

The development of Matrix Assisted Pulsed Laser Evap-
oration (MAPLE) has enabled the gentle deposition of
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large macromolecules, where degradation can be avoided
during laser processing. Since its inception, the deposi-
tion of a diverse array of materials has been reported:
polysiloxane [1], poly(methyl methacrylate) [2–8], poly-
thiophenes [9], poly(ethylene glycol) [4, 10–16], poly(9,9-
dioctylfluorene) [17–19], and polystyrene–poly(ethylene
oxide) block copolymers [20]. In the MAPLE method,
a pulsed laser ablates a frozen target solution under vac-
uum, forming a plume, which is collected on a temperature-
controlled substrate. The originally proposed mechanism
of film formation via MAPLE [1] implied that solute
molecules were transported from the target as single poly-
mer molecules within a solvent vapor plume that was
pumped away during transport, leaving solute molecules to
reach the substrate in isolation. However, recent simulations
of the MAPLE process by Zhigilei and workers [21, 22]
suggest that polymer molecules are ejected from the target
within a polymer–solvent cluster. These clusters form due to
explosive decomposition of the solvent molecules when the
target is overheated by a short laser pulse. During the ejec-
tion process, a “foamy transient structure” of interconnected
solvent and polymer molecules transforms into polymer–
solvent clusters containing a mixture of liquid and vapor
solvent molecules [21]. Simulations also reveal that clus-
ters can retain a significant fraction of solvent molecules
throughout the entire ejection process, i.e., clusters that
reach the substrate contain solvent molecules [23]. Depend-
ing on the velocity of the cluster at impact with the sub-
strate it may remain intact or disintegrate into polymer frag-
ments [23]. Several surface features commonly observed in
films prepared by MAPLE, such as deflated balloons, in-
terconnected filaments and elongated nanofibers, have been
qualitatively explained by the above mechanism [22–24].

Recently, we have discovered [25] that glassy polymer
films with significantly reduced densities, yet exceptional
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thermal and kinetic stability can be formed by MAPLE
when deposited onto substrates held at temperatures be-
low the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the polymer.
In the case of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), films
prepared by MAPLE can have a 40 K higher Tg com-
pared to a spin cast film [25]. Thus, the MAPLE-deposited
PMMA is able to withstand much higher temperatures
without transitioning to the liquid state. We consider the
higher Tg value an indicator of enhanced thermal stabil-
ity.

In addition, MAPLE-deposited glasses also exhibit sig-
nificantly improved kinetic stability, as measured by the time
required for the glass-to-liquid transition when annealed at
the respective Tg of the glass. For a spin cast film, the time
required to complete the glass-to-liquid transformation is
less than 500 s. For a MAPLE-deposited film, ∼5 × 104 s
are required for the complete transformation, two orders-
of-magnitude greater than that necessary for the spin cast
film [25]. The enhancement in kinetic stability of PMMA
glasses prepared by MAPLE is extraordinary, especially
when the difference in annealing temperature, i.e., the Tg ,
is considered. Remarkably, the enhancement in thermal and
kinetic stability of MAPLE-deposited films can be accompa-
nied by a simultaneous reduction in density. From refractive
index (RI) measurements at room temperature, the densities
of MAPLE-deposited and spin cast PMMA films were deter-
mined to be 0.681 ± 0.008 g/cm3 and 1.184 ± 0.002 g/cm3,
respectively [25]. Hence, MAPLE-deposited PMMA films
can have ∼40 % reduced density. These lightweight, yet
thermally and kinetically stable glassy polymer films, which
we have termed nanostructured stable films, should be at-
tractive in technologies where weight and stability are cen-
tral design issues.

The glasses produced by MAPLE are profoundly differ-
ent from those formed by supercooling, i.e., the normal route
to the glassy state. The differences in MAPLE-deposited
glasses and those produced by supercooling are illustrated
in Fig. 1. In the enthalpy (or volume) versus temperature
plot, Tg is defined as the point at which the liquid line
and glass line intersect. Upon cooling at sufficiently high
rates, crystallization of the liquid may be avoided, at which
point the liquid is supercooled. Further cooling leads to pro-
gressively slower molecular dynamics until a temperature is
reached at which molecules can no longer maintain equi-
librium. The temperature at which the molecules transform
from the liquid state to the glassy state is denoted as Tg .
Faster cooling rates result in less time available for molecu-
lar rearrangement. Consequently, the disordered structure is
trapped in at higher temperatures, which results in glasses
with low density, high enthalpy and low stability against
heat. From a practical viewpoint, an order-of-magnitude
change in the rate of cooling modifies the value of Tg and

Fig. 1 Schematic of volume or enthalpy versus temperature compar-
ing standard and MAPLE-deposited glasses. Standard glasses are those
formed on cooling from the melt at a controlled rate with slow defined
as O(0.1–1 K/min), and fast as O(10–100 K/min). The intersection of
the liquid line and glass line is defined as the glass transition tempera-
ture, Tg . MAPLE-deposited glasses exhibit a much higher Tg , as well
as enthalpy (volume)

density by only ∼3–5 K [26] and much less than 1 %, re-
spectively. As qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 1, MAPLE-
deposited glasses have significantly higher Tgs and greater
enthalpy (and volume). Nevertheless, glasses prepared by
MAPLE exhibit an unusual enhancement in thermal and ki-
netic stability despite their higher thermodynamic proper-
ties.

We have suggested that this unique and unprecedented
combination of material properties in a polymer glass is
due to the film morphology, i.e., the films are nanostruc-
tured [25]. The observed surface topology suggests that
these novel films may be formed by the assembly of spher-
ical nanoglobules [25]. Consequently, the properties of the
nanoglobules and their assembly during deposition are what
dictate the global film properties. In essence, while the in-
dividual nanoglobule could impose enhanced thermal and
kinetic stability, restricted coalescence of the nanoglobules
could facilitate the formation of a low-density film. In this
report, we discuss potential mechanisms for nanostructured
stable film formation. With particular emphasis on connect-
ing the mechanism of film formation to the enhancement
in properties, we briefly discuss the concept of concen-
tration glasses [27], i.e., glasses formed by concentration
jumps, as opposed to temperature jumps, that show improve-
ments in stability. Using a Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VFT)
fit [28, 29] for the relaxation behavior, we estimate an effec-
tive cooling rate experienced by the polymer during MAPLE
processing. We ask whether the Zhigilei model of film for-
mation via MAPLE [21] could be used to describe our stable
films. Finally, we compare the observed morphology of the
nanostructured stable films to others previously reported in
the literature.
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Fig. 2 Typical surface
morphology of a 5 K PMMA
film prepared via MAPLE.
AFM (a) height and (b) phase
images of a MAPLE-deposited
PMMA film. PMMA was
deposited onto a silica substrate
held at 333 K using a growth
rate of ∼0.1–0.2 nm/s. Five
representative globule diameters
are indicated in panel (b)

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials

Poly(methyl methacrylate) 5 K PMMA, (Mw = 4,840 g/mol
by GPC, PDI = 1.11) obtained from Agilent Technologies
and 15 K PMMA (Mw = 14,100 g/mol by GPC, PDI =
1.85) from Sigma Aldrich were both used without further
purification. Chloroform (99.9 %) purchased from Acros
Organics was used as received.

2.2 Matrix assisted pulsed laser deposition (MAPLE)

Poly(methyl methacrylate) films were deposited onto un-
treated optical glass slides (Fisherbrand) from a 0.5 wt%
PMMA in chloroform solution. To perform MAPLE, an
ArF excimer laser (LightMachinery PulseMaster 844, λ =
193 nm, pulse duration = 20 ns) was used to ablate a frozen
target of the solution at a 45◦ angle. The rotating target
was frozen using cryogenic cooling. Key MAPLE process
parameters include: pressure <10−5 Torr, pulse frequency
= 10 Hz, pulse fluence = 0.1 J/cm2, gap between target and
substrate ∼6 cm, beam spot ∼15 mm2, and deposition time
∼1–2 h. Very low-degassing thermal paste was used to en-
sure even heat transfer between the substrate holder and the
optical glass slides during deposition under vacuum. The
surface temperature of the optical glass slide was calibrated
with a thermocouple.

2.3 Characterization

The surfaces of MAPLE-deposited films were character-
ized using a Veeco Dimension Nanoman Atomic Force Mi-
croscope (AFM) in tapping mode at ambient conditions
and a Quanta Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM). Cross-sectional SEM images of MAPLE-deposited
PMMA films were taken from a glass-supported sample bro-
ken over a wedge at room temperature. The films were char-
acterized on a LEO Gemini 1530 microscope (Carl Zeiss
AG, Oberkochen, Germany) tilted at 15◦ from vertical.

Thermal analysis was conducted using a TA instruments
Q2000 differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). Approxi-
mately, 5 mg samples of as-received polymer were loaded
into sealed aluminum pans. Initial heating at 20 K/min fol-
lowed by 5 min at 433 K was performed to erase the sam-
ple’s prior thermal history. Samples were then repeatedly cy-
cled between 193 K and 433 K, using various cooling rates
(0.2 to 40 K/min) and a constant heating rate of 20 K/min.
For rapid-quenching experiments, the same samples were
initially annealed for 10 min at 433 K, then immediately
immersed in liquid nitrogen for 10 min. Afterwards, the liq-
uid nitrogen-quenched samples were placed in the DSC and
scanned with a heating rate of 20 K/min to capture the ther-
mal history which results from rapid quenching. The esti-
mated cooling rate for liquid nitrogen quenched samples is
∼7200 K/min, obtained from the literature [30], and this
value is used in all analysis.

3 Results and discussion

Figure 2 depicts typical height and phase AFM images for
a MAPLE-deposited film of 5 K PMMA. The surface of the
MAPLE-deposited PMMA film is composed of a size dis-
tribution of polymer nanoglobules. The diameters of several
representative globules are provided in Fig. 2. The size of
analyzed globules ranges from 23 to 302 nm in diameter.
The nanoglobules are spherical and it becomes clear from
the phase image (see Fig. 2(b)) that the nanoglobules land
sequentially onto the substrate as some smaller globules ap-
pear on the surface of larger globules. At present, it is un-
known whether larger globules arise from the coalescence
of smaller constituents or form during the transfer process.
We also note that the globules are intact. We observed no
evidence of globule disintegration at the surface of the films
that might lead to the formation of other surface features
such as filaments or nanofibers.

If nanoglobules remain intact when they hit the substrate
or the growing film, then this suggests that they should
constitute the nanoscale building blocks of film formation,
which would be evident in a similarly structured sub-surface
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morphology. Figure 3 shows an image of a nearly opti-
cally transparent film (thickness ∼1 µm) and a correspond-
ing cross-sectional SEM image of a 15 K PMMA MAPLE-
deposited film. It is clear from the cross-sectional image that
nanoglobules remain stable over the deposition time and
are present throughout the entire film. The cross-sectional
SEM image provides significant evidence that the films are
formed by the sequential assembly of nanoglobules. Fig-
ure 3 also reveals that sub-surface nanoglobules show in-

Fig. 3 (a) Photograph and (b) cross-sectional SEM image of a ∼1 µm
thick, 15 K PMMA MAPLE-deposited film. The cross-sectional im-
age geometry shows that nanoglobules are present throughout the film,
and not only at the surface. The area below the horizontal white line
denotes the film’s cross-section (film is tilted 15◦ from vertical). Some
sub-surface nanoglobules are deformed, while others remain spherical.
An excellent example of a spherical globule is circled

dications of deformation while the majority of surface glob-
ules remain spherical in morphology, as highlighted by the
dashed circle in Fig. 3.

We have suggested that the enhanced thermal stability
of the nanostructured PMMA films is a direct result of the
properties of the nanoglobular building blocks of film for-
mation, i.e., the nanoglobules are thermally stable. In prior
work [25], we have shown that complete coalescence of sur-
face nanoglobules occurs only at temperatures well above
the normal Tg . In a new set of experiments, we have indi-
rectly investigated the thermal stability of the nanoglobules
by examining the surface morphology via AFM of a series
of 5 K PMMA films deposited at various substrate temper-
atures (see Fig. 4). We note that the substrate temperature
was the only processing parameter varied during these ex-
periments, and AFM experiments were conducted at ambi-
ent conditions. The root-mean-square (RMS) roughness is
observed to decrease from ∼140 nm at a low substrate tem-
perature to ∼2 nm for a substrate temperature of 393 K, as
the surface nanostructure becomes less prominent.

While the Tg of the 5 K PMMA was 365 K (as de-
termined by DSC on second heating at heating rate of
10 K/min), we observed that surface nanoglobules were
clearly present at 373 K. The fact that surface globules were
still present at 373 K is significant. At the Tg , the polymer
segmental relaxation time is approximately 100 s [31]. The
total deposition time of all experiments was ∼3600 s. This
indicates that sufficient time was allotted during the growth
of the film for complete polymer chain relaxation, including
relaxation of surface features. The presence of intact surface
globules at a substrate temperature of 373 K suggests that
the film has a Tg greater than 373 K, i.e., an enhanced Tg

Fig. 4 AFM height images and
phase images (insets) of PMMA
films deposited via MAPLE
onto silica substrates held at
various temperatures. The
substrate temperature and RMS
roughness for each film are
given in the upper left corner of
each panel. Nanoglobules
persist on the surface at
temperatures well above the
bulk Tg of 5 K PMMA.
A substrate temperature of
393 K is required to fully
eliminate surface nanoglobules
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compared to the normal value of 365 K. Our results suggest
that complete surface coalescence of the nanoglobules does
not occur until the substrate temperature is at least 393 K.
We note that at 393 K, the segmental relaxation time of the
bulk polymer would be ∼0.1–1 s.

Here we discuss origins for the enhanced stability of the
nanostructured films. If we assume that during the MAPLE
process polymer molecules are exposed to vacuum, then the
molecules would strongly collapse into globules, as vacuum
represents a poor solvent. The strong thermodynamic driv-
ing force for chain collapse could result in globules with
low entropy and high thermal stability. Supporting this po-
tential mechanism for stable nanoglobules are experimental
studies that reported enhanced Tgs of single chain polymer
nanoglobules [32, 33]. However, we discount this potential
mechanism based on several factors, including the fact that
we do not form low entropy glasses. In addition, the film is
not constructed of single chain nanoglobules but multi-chain
nanoglobules.

Another reason for the enhanced thermal stability of the
nanoglobules may be related to the path by which individ-
ual nanoglobules reach the vitreous state. If we assume that
nanoglobules reach the vitreous state via stripping of solvent
from polymer–solvent clusters, rather than solely by cooling
of isolated polymer nanoglobules, then the stability of the
vitreous state could be dramatically altered. Supporting this
potential mechanism are experimental results that reported
that glasses formed via concentration jumps, i.e., concentra-
tion glasses, were more stable than glasses formed by tem-
perature jumps [27]. Studies are underway to investigate the
impact of solvent on stable glass formation.

The effective cooling rate experienced by the polymer
during MAPLE may also help to explain certain property en-
hancements, including the dramatic increase in Tg . In gen-
eral, for glass-forming materials cooled from the melt, an
order-of-magnitude increase in the cooling rate results in a
3–5 K increase [31] in Tg . It has been shown by Garrison and
coworkers [34] that the temperature experienced by ejected
particles during laser ablation is T ∗ = 0.9Tc, where Tc is the
thermodynamic critical temperature of the solvent. For pure
chloroform, this gives T ∗ = 483 K, whereas the substrate
temperature is 333 K. Assuming that the cluster velocity is
on the order of 1000 m/s, consistent with simulated veloc-
ities [23], this yields an effective cooling rate on the order
of 108 K/min. This would correspond to a Tg increase of
up to 35 K, going by the rule of thumb discussed above,
which is in good agreement with our experimental observa-
tions. Such a high effective quenching rate could also help
to explain the high fictive temperatures (Tf = 392–443 K)
observed for these materials [25], where the fictive temper-
ature is a measure of glass structure and is equal to Tg for
non-aged glasses.

To provide a more quantitative estimate of the quench
rate, we measured the Tf as a function of cooling rate for

Fig. 5 Arrhenius plots of normalized fictive temperature versus nor-
malized cooling rate for 5 K and 15 K PMMA (left and bottom axes,
symbols) and VFT fit for atactic PMMA (right and top axes, dotted
line). Extrapolation of the VFT fit to Tf values of MAPLE-deposited
films suggests that the effective cooling rate achieved during MAPLE
deposition is between 108 and 1011 K/min (Tf,ref/Tf = 0.8–0.9,
shaded)

PMMA and used the VFT expression to determine the cool-
ing rate required to achieve the Tf of MAPLE-deposited
films. Data for the normalized fictive temperature (calcu-
lated by the Moynihan [35] method) versus normalized cool-
ing rate is shown on an Arrhenius plot in Fig. 5. Cooling rate
and fictive temperature are normalized by a standard cooling
rate of 20 K/min, and the respective Tf obtained at that cool-
ing rate for each polymer. On the second set of axes in Fig. 5,
an Arrhenius plot of the VFT equation is superimposed. The
VFT equation for relaxation is

ln(τ ) = ln(τ0) − B ′/(T − T∞) (1)

where τ is the relaxation time, T is the temperature, and
τ0,B

′ and T∞ are empirical constants. The constants used
in the VFT plot in Fig. 5 are those for atactic PMMA, ob-
tained from the literature [36], with the Tg adjusted to fit
the PMMA used in this study. In a previous work by Wang
and Angell [30], this type of plot has been employed to esti-
mate the order-of-magnitude cooling rate for an experimen-
tally observed fictive temperature. In the normalized form,
the fictive temperatures of MAPLE-deposited glasses range
from Tf,s/Tf = 0.8–0.9. These values correspond approxi-
mately to log(Q/Qs) = 7–10, implying an effective cooling
rate between 108–1011 K/min. The shaded region in Fig. 5
indicates the range of Tf,s/Tf values observed for MAPLE-
deposited PMMA.

However, glasses with a high fictive temperature are
generally unstable when compared to the standard glass,
whereas our MAPLE-deposited films are ultra-stable [25].
Hence, future work will be aimed at understanding why
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Fig. 6 Surface morphology of MAPLE-deposited PMMA films. SEM
images of (a) deflated balloon [24] (b) interconnected filaments [23]
and (c) elongated nanofibers [23] at the surface of MAPLE films de-
posited from 5 wt% PMMA in toluene (with permission from the au-

thor). (d) SEM image of nanostructured surface morphology observed
for MAPLE films deposited from 0.5 wt% 5 K PMMA in chloroform
onto a silica substrate held at 333 K

MAPLE-deposited films, i.e., the nanoglobules, are stable.
It is of great importance that future experiments be designed
to analyze the individual stability of nanoglobules that are
isolated from the bulk film. It is also possible that there exist
molecular-scale processes that occur during material forma-
tion, which we are unable to adequately probe with exper-
imental techniques. Atomistic molecular dynamics simula-
tions that take into account the conformations of the polymer
chain during deposition may help shed light onto this aspect
of film formation.

We briefly consider the Zhigilei mechanism of film for-
mation and use it to rationalize the observed morphology of
nanostructured films formed via MAPLE. As evident from
Figs. 2 and 3, MAPLE-deposited PMMA films are con-
structed from the assembly of nearly spherical nanoglobules.
If we equate polymer nanoglobules with polymer–solvent
clusters then we could qualitatively explain the morphol-
ogy of the MAPLE-deposited PMMA films via the Zhigilei
mechanism of film formation. That is, the morphology of the
films could be due to polymer–solvent clusters, which form
during the ejection process, that remain intact (no cluster
disintegration) after impacting the growing film. This argu-
ment could also be used to qualitatively explain the low den-
sity of the nanostructured PMMA films if the coalescence of
intact polymer–solvent clusters is limited. Such a condition
could be realized experimentally if the substrate temperature
is kept well below the polymer glass transition temperature.

Lastly, we compare the morphology of our nanostruc-
tured PMMA films to those reported in the literature via
SEM. Figures 6(a)–6(c) illustrate the morphology of PMMA
films prepared by MAPLE from Fitz-Gerald, Zhigilei and
coworkers [24, 25]. The images show three characteris-
tic surface morphologies typically observed in MAPLE-
deposited films: (a) deflated balloons [24], (b) intercon-
nected filaments [23], and (c) elongated nanofibers [23]. Fig-
ure 6(d) illustrates the surface morphology of our MAPLE-
deposited film. Clearly, nanoglobular structures are present
at the surface of the film and not deflated balloons or fila-
ments. Could the differences in surface morphology be ex-
plained via the Zhigilei model? One possible scenario could

be that the nanoglobules are remnants of polymer–solvent
clusters that did not form balloons or disintegrate into fil-
aments or nanofibers during deposition. However, we note
that the length-scale of the surface features is dramatically
different. Balloons, filaments, and nanofibers are several mi-
crons in size in at least one dimension while the nanoglob-
ules of the stable glasses are nano in size. Differences in the
polymer concentration (5 % [24] vs. 0.5 % by weight) and
the solvent (toluene [24] vs. chloroform) between Zhigilei’s
and our experiments could have a significant effect on sur-
face morphology. Other experimental parameters, such as
film growth rate, distance from target to substrate, and sub-
strate temperature, may also affect the film’s morphology.
Nevertheless, more experiments and computational studies
would be required to establish a connection between the
morphological differences of the films.

4 Conclusions

We have recently developed glassy polymer films of PMMA
that exhibit enhanced thermal and kinetic stability compared
to bulk material. We argue that the unique properties of the
films arise as a direct result of their morphology. Via AFM
and SEM images, we illustrated clear evidence of a nanos-
tructured film. This work also demonstrated that nanostruc-
tured surface features persist at deposition temperatures well
above Tg . We discussed potential reasons for the enhanced
glass transition temperature and improved stability of the
nanostructured stable films, and using qualitative and quan-
titative methods, we provided an estimate for the effective
cooling rate during MAPLE deposition. Also, we rational-
ized the mechanism of film formation within the framework
of the Zhigilei model for MAPLE deposition by associat-
ing nanoglobules with simulated polymer–solvent clusters.
Finally, we compared the surface features of our nanostruc-
tured films with those of previously published reports.
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